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Formation for Mission

Commitment
The journey we experience when

we accept or reject the invitations to
commit to serve in our community was
given clarity by Fr. Karel San Juan, SJ
in his talk at our community celebration
last September 5, 2010. His talk on

Fr. Karel San Juan, SJ

commitment started with his insights of
the gospel reading for the day, Luke
14:25-33 (Sayings on Discipleship). The
gospel projects a demanding God,
telling us that “…Whoever does not carry
his own cross and come after me, cannot
be my disciple…” Sabi nga ni Fr. Karel,
parang ang hirap naman since a cross
entails sacrifice. Fr. Karel confronted us
by asking: How deep are we convinced
that the cross is unavoidable in our
commitment to serve God? How open
are we in accepting this reality? It is
further complicated by God’s unending
mysteries in His intentions and will for
us. However, Fr. Karel mentioned that
our reply to a commitment would be
easier to handle if we are aware of who
we are, what we have, and what to

A graphic representation of Fr. Karel’s
teaching.

surrender or give up when we are faced
with the opportunity to make a
commitment to follow and serve God.
This awareness starts with recognizing
and accepting that our commitments can

· be unstable
· wane and weaken
· fade and die
· be sustained for the long term
· be deepened and strengthened

Our commitments also define who
we are as individuals and as a
community. However, since our
commitment is not limited to just one
aspect in our life, we need to be aware
which areas we are affected most when
we make commitments. The four most
common of these are our commitments
to

· ourselves
· family
· work (source of livelihood)
· community (Magis Deo)

It is easy to understand that our
commitment is focused in ourselves, our
family and in our source(s) of livelihood.
Our commitment wanes and weakens,
fades and dies, when we extend it to our
Magis Deo community. However, we
have learned that our relationship with
God goes well beyond our “comfort
zones.” The greater challenge lies in the
integration of our commitment to
ourselves, family, work AND community.
We have to strike a balance in
integrating our commitments so we can
serve God better and give back (share)
more of the countless gifts that God has
given us. Then, our spiritual journey
grows and our relationship with God
deepens.

Fr. Karel further clarified that in
integrating our commitments to the
various areas that affect us, we go

through a constant cycle of challenges,
i.e., the cycle of

· Awareness
· Dissonance
· Insight
· Change
· Freedom

Our awareness to serve is disrupted
by dissonance where we experience,
e.g., personality differences in people we
work with, conflicts in ideas, differences
in the levels of resources we can share,
etc. However, if we persist, we also gain
insights during these conflicts and
disturbances. In prayer and with God’s
grace, we can encounter clarity in our
mission, openness towards others and
move forward in our commitment to serve.
After gaining insights, we experience
changes in our attitudes and

Continued on page 2
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Commitment... continued from page 1

September 5, 2010 Community Celebration

perspectives. This will lead us to a greater freedom in pursuing
our commitment to serve and to do more for God. Fr. Karel
also warned us that this cycle of Awareness-Dissonance-
Insight-Change-Freedom, is not a one-time experience. He
explained that even when we arrive at the freedom to serve,
we begin to experience higher levels of awareness to serve
more where we, again, are disturbed and experience conflicts.
This is a constant cycle for us all. As a human being, only
Jesus Christ was able to fully integrate his commitments. For
the rest of us, our commitments and the integration of these
commitments will always be a constant cycle of challenges.
However, through these challenges, we experience a “spiraling
growth” towards higher levels of integration of our commitments
to serve.

In all the instances that Fr. Karel has been with us in our
Magis Deo activities (e.g., facilitating our planning sessions
before he was ordained a priest), he has shown gracefulness
in his service. His outward manifestations make him easy to
be with. We feel comfortable in his presence. Another person
who served with grace was Tita Cathy. These outward
manifestations of grace are shown when we experience
psycho-spiritual integration, i.e., an integration of God’s spirit
with our own capacity for transcendence as well as with our
psycho-emotional and physical selves.

Fr. Karel also cited the importance of remembering the
original grace we received from God in making our “first yes”
to serve Him. Fr. Karel mentioned that his deep love for his
own father is the original grace that keeps him going despite
the challenges he faces in his vocation. When he wanes and
falters in his commitments, he turns to God, whom he relates
to as his own father where he finds a shoulder he can rest his
head on.  From the time we joined Magis Deo, we were already
challenged and disturbed to make a commitment to serve in
this community. Some of us were asked to be one of the
coordinating couples of our respective M.E. classes. Nothing
has changed. Until now, we are still continually challenged to
give our commitment to serve in Magis Deo. However, despite
these challenges, we have grown in our journey, fulfilling several
promises we made to serve in this community. We always go
back to the graces we received from God on why we attended
and joined our own respective M.E. weekends. They are still
the same graces that urge us to make further commitments
despite the difficulties and complications that we face in
accepting the calls to serve in Magis Deo. In this regard, Fr.
Karel encourages us to remember our own personal original
graces.

Eli Prieto, Jr., Music Ministry / Genesis of David BCGG

Below: Josie and Clyde enthusiastically join the dance routine;
Patchot and Edith react to Clyde’s dance moves.

ME 102 is
presented to
the community.

ME 99ers lead
the community
in a song and
dance number.

Avid newsletter
readers.
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Lover Unfair?
Sunday Homily

12 September 2010

Ruben M. Tanseco, SJ

Today’s Gospel teaching is all
about the parables of the Lost
Sheep, the Lost Coin, and the

Lost Son. In each one of them is the
incarnate Christ in the person of the
shepherd, the woman who lost a coin,
and the father of the Prodigal Son.

(Lk. 15: 1-32). He lived each one of
them to the hilt, and He is missioning us
to do likewise, if we claim to be His
disciples.

The ever-caring shepherd who had a
hundred sheep lost just one of them. He
left the ninety-nine who were in safety
and made all efforts to search for the lost
one until he found it. He then rejoiced

and had a big celebration. That was how
much he cared for that one lost sheep
(vv. 4-7). Similarly, a woman had ten coins
and lost one. She did not stop searching
until she found it. (vv. 8-10).

The most humanly touching of course
was the third parable, that of the Prodigal
Son. After successfully persuading his
father to give him his inheritance in
advance, this younger son left home and
went to a far country, where he lived a
dissipated life and squandered all his
inheritance, until he was practically
starving to death. His heart was moved
to repentance as he remembered how
good and loving his father was. We know
the rest of the story, as immortalized by
the life of Christ Himself, the Father of
Compassion unlimited (vv. 11-32).

Human as we are, each one of us at
times may tend to act more like the
younger son, and at other times more
like the elder son, who resented and

resisted his father’s unconditional
forgiveness toward the erring son as
unfair. But the spiritual call to each one
of us is precisely to be the ever-loving,
ever-forgiving father of that prodigal son.
“Be compassionate as your heavenly
Father is compassionate” (Lk. 6: 36).

All this and more is expressed so
inspiringly by the late spiritual guru, Henri
Nouwen, in his book, The Return of the
Prodigal Son. His concluding chapter is
precisely entitled: “Becoming the Father.”
In part, he writes and I quote: “What I
am called to make true is whether I am
the younger or the elder son, I am the
son of my compassionate Father. I am
an heir….Indeed, as son and heir I am
to become successor. I am destined to
step into my Father’s place and offer to
others the same compassion that he has
offered me. The return to the Father is
ultimately to become the Father.”

The Fatherhood of Compassion is
not only present in our Christian tradition,
but in other religious traditions as well.

“There is a story about a very old
rabbi. One day a father came to him to
complain about one of his two sons. He
said: ‘My older son is so nice; my older
son is so God-fearing; my older one is
so respectful to me; my older son is my
hope in life; but my younger son is so
bad; my younger son respects neither
God nor man; my younger son will be
my death. What should I do? The rabbi
listened; he even had closed his eyes to
listen better; he was silent for quite some
time and then he said: ‘Your younger son
needs your love most’.” (From J.
Donders, Jesus, Hope Drawing Near).

Christ taught and lived all that, and
went even further: “Love your enemies,
do good to those who hate you, bless
those who curse you, pray for those who
mistreat you” (Lk. 6: 27). As He hung on
the cross, He prayed for His crucifiers:
“Father, forgive them, they know not what
they do” (Lk. 23: 34).

The hostage crisis last August 23 had
a most tragic ending, and we will continue
to suffer for it in the months and even
years to come. After prayerfully reflecting
on the whole incident with all its painful

details, I believe that we failed dismally
in saving innocent lives. Even the chief
negotiator, Supt. Orlando Yebra, humbly
admitted this. “It was a failure for us.
Especially for us negotiators, our
objective is to save lives of hostages and
even the life of the hostage-taker.” He
explicitly said that he was not consulted
regarding the actual armed assault on
the bus and was still hoping for a peaceful
resolution. If consulted, Yebra said he
would have told them, “No, not yet” (Phil.
Star, Sept. 7, 2010, p.1).

No one in his right mind would have
done what Rolando Mendoza did. He was
obviously psycho-emotionally disturbed,
and should have been treated with
sensitivity and prudence, including his
younger brother Gregorio, most
especially for the sake of the innocent
hostages. But this was not done, which
triggered off the mentally disturbed
Rolando to shoot and kill.

What would the human,
compassionate Christ have done had he
been actively involved in the incident?
What could have been His loving tactics
to save those innocent victims and that
of the disturbed hostage-taker? A very
significant question to ponder and pray
over.
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EDITORIAL

What more?
Tony del Rosario, John BCGG

I. Introductory Remarks

On Saturday Oct. 2, 2010, we will
have our Pastoral Council elections. It
will be a time to consider how we have
done during 2010, and whom to elect to
the Council for 2011.

II. Magis Deo’s Strategic Thrusts for
2010

Our Chair Couple Malu Panlilio
recently summarized these in an e-mail,
namely to: (1) Activate, motivate, build
community among general membership;
(2) Increase participation, as a
community, in the apostolate, internal
and external; and (3) Instill greater
discipline in implementing systems and
programs. At the heart of these goals are
Magis Deo’s enduring “focus on
programs that have greatest and deepest
impact on … spiritual formation of
members“ and “deepen the Ignatian
character of our lives as individuals,
couples, families, and community.”

Because of the 2010 national
elections, we were also invited to fight
for clean and honest elections … and to
elect a prophetic leader for our country.

III. How Did We Do? How Are We
Doing?

We must do our own discernments
on this. But I am certain there will also
be small group and community-wide
assessments leading up to the October
2 Magis elections. To get a better feel
about this, I decided to re-read our
September 2010 Magis Deo Newsletter.
In every part of it, a sense of GOD working
in us came strongly across to me. The
sharings came from a broad cross
section of our community. Some wrote
from the continuing pain of loss for a loved
one, some from the traces of His
presence in the ordinary events of their
lives, finding God’s purpose, comfort and
consolation. I felt very blessed re-reading
the newsletter. If the experience of God’s
grace shared in its pages are echoed

even just a little in our larger Community
what a beautiful Church we must be.

Re-reading the Newsletter was like
a preparation for our coming Magis
elections on October 2: the teach-ins
from Fr. Ted calling for Balance in our
Spiritual Journey, to Fr. Ruben’s
reminder about our always putting off
what we must do, only to discover that
life can be cut short at any time, and
Tina Mossessgeld’s “Kababawan” and
“Roadmap to the Lord” that must be
followed day by day.

IV. What Lessons Can We Draw?

The encounter with GOD can happen
anytime, anywhere. “Look and you shall
find. Seek and it will be given unto you.”

From the comments I have made
earlier in this editorial, we may be
tempted to observe that all is well with
Magis Deo. And so it is for many of us.
But what about the rest? Are “the
many of us,” in fact, “the few”? What
percent of our membership come to our
once-a-month Community Celebration?
Why? How many of those who come do
we know by their first names? When
they come do we make an effort to more
than merely say “hello”? If we don’t, why
would they be inspired to come again?
And when they do come despite
everything, what efforts have we made
to structure our meetings to ensure
some measure of lateral interaction
among us versus the mostly vertical
one between “us and the teach-in
speaker” or “us and the priest”? There
should be room for the latter since we
are gathered together as a community
of God also to pray. But I suggest there
is considerable room for the getting-to-
know-you better aspect in the
organization of our Community
meetings. And I am not referring to the
casual arrive as you come, take a snack,
and sit-with-the-ones-you-know session
that precedes our “going upstairs” for the
mass or teach-in. Don’t get me wrong
about these comments. I am guilty too.

It’s a good thing we have Anchit, the great
gift of his all-seeing camera, and the
extra kindness of his adding names to
the many pictures he takes and shares
with us.

V. What More does God Want us to
do?

Perhaps the question needs to be
rephrased: What More do We Want
to Do for GOD?

Part of our Strategic Thrust for 2010
included the need to fight for clean and
honest elections AND to elect a prophetic
leader for our country. The elections are
over and Noynoy Aquino is now our
President. He is going to need ALL our
help and continuing support for the
programs he promised to pursue. This
means we need to discern HOW we can
help. We are not a large community in
number. We will need to work, as
individuals or as Magis Deo, with other
organizations dedicated to the cause of
GOOD GOVERNANCE in our country.

Not so long ago we read about
“Finding God’s Kingdom Here on
Earth.” The memory has dimmed. But I
would like to think that the underlying
message is: We do not have to go to
heaven to look God in the face. He is
right here with us on this earth and we
can be face-to-face with Him when we
do GOD’S WORK. This reminded me
about Alex Lacson. I came across him
at the recent GK meeting in Rockwell
Center. I asked him about his run for the
Senate and the possibility of his running
again.

“We lost everything. We lost all our
savings. My wife cried the following day.”
This was the sad answer of Alex Lacson.
We feel respect for his decision to run.
We feel some relief that we did not have
to stand up and be counted; yet, not
without a little sense of guilt for being a
bystander. I don’t think Alex has given
up, though he may look for other ways.
Maybe: 10 Great Things We Can Do for
Our Country.
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COUNCIL CORNER

While I was waiting for Edith
to come out from a
grocery store, a boy in

school uniform knocked on the window
of our pick up and asked for money to
buy rice. Since he was in uniform, I
guessed that he needed the money for
something else and just gave the excuse
of buying rice to win sympathy. So, I
dismissed him. While he was walking
away, I noticed his thin body frame. I felt
guilt in sending him away. So, I honked
him and waved at him to come back. I
started asking him questions, like “Saan
ang mga magulang mo?”, “Anong
trabaho ng tatay at nanay mo?” etc.
When Edith came, I asked her to buy 2
kilos of rice for the boy. I also asked Edith
to accompany the boy to a nearby eatery
so he could have a meal. Though the boy
declined the meal, we bought him several
pieces of bread. Then, Edith invited the
boy to ride with us and dropped him off
at a corner where we had to part ways.
Only then did I find out that Edith knew
the boy to be a student in a public school
whom she regularly sees asking for alms
after a mass that she attends daily. Edith
told me that she even went to the boy’s
school and tried to find out his status as
a student. He is in grade II but his school
attendance is very irregular. His name is
Jonathan Peralta.

When we got home I remembered
another boy who, several years ago,
used to come to our house to collect
“bote at lumang diyaryo” that he, in turn,
would sell to junk shops. Because of him,
our house help became conscious in
segregating our garbage for disposal.
This boy also went to the same public
school of Jonathan. Though he was 13
years old, he was only in Grade 3. We
decided to help this kid in his schooling.
Though we chose not to give him money,
we made sure that he had the necessary
uniform, bag, books, materials and
supplies he needed for school. We also
made sure that he was not hungry in

going to school and in coming home from
school. Edith even went further by tutoring
regularly this kid in his studies. Through
her tutoring, she found out that this kid
who should already in Grade 4, but is
still in Grade 3, has the aptitude of a
Grade 1 student. Eventually, the kid
dropped out because his parents needed
him to help the family earn a living. The
kid’s name is Rodel Patanaw.

I am telling the stories of these two
boys because I still remember their
names. They are individuals, with life
stories and distinct characters, whom I
still remember. Then, I ask myself, do I
know the members of my community,
Magis Deo? Do I know their names? I
have been thankful to Anchit for tirelessly
compiling pictures of our members and
putting names in their respective
photographs. I hope to memorize all their
names. Maybe later, they too would have
certain accounts of their lives that would
become stories in my memory. Maybe,
when I meet them I can greet them all
by saying not only “hi” or “hello”, but
acknowledge their presence by saying,
“Hi, Anchit, hello, Sally. This is Berlin
and his wife Au. They belong to ME Class
97.”

The principal form that the work of
love takes is attention... The act of
attending requires that we make the effort
to set aside our existing preoccupations
and actively shift our consciousness.
Attention is an act of will… (The Road
Less Traveled by: M. Scott Peck, M.D.)

Our spiritual journey in Magis Deo
requires focused attention and a
deliberate act of will. This journey cannot
be fulfilled without the collaboration of the
other members of our community. The
greater the support we give to and
receive from one another, the stronger
we feel God’s presence, the more we
become aware of Him and the more real
God becomes in our lives.

Jonathan
Peralta

and
Rodel

Patanaw

Eli Prieto, Jr. (with Edith)
Music Ministry / Genesis of David

BCGG
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Build the Magis
Home
Buenaventura, Fred & Cora ME  1983

Shepherd   Kapatiran Kay Kristo, LSS Lambs

Formation Programs   LSS, Post-LSS, SDR-1, FEW, CPPJ, SDR-2, ME-2, AIR 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 &
IDR, Prayer Workshop, Prayer Deepening & Introduction to Spiritual Direction, Spiritual
Direction Follow-up Workshop

Community Services   Sharer: LSS & Suyuan/BEM

Concepcion, Ted & Susan ME  1998

Pastoral Council Member   2002-2003 (Secretariat), 2006-2007

Shepherd   Archangel Gabriel, ME Class 88 & 96, Sal Terrae

Formation Programs   LSS, Post-LSS, SDR-1, FEW, CPPJ, AIR-1 & 6 (Husband), Prayer
Workshop, Prayer Deepening & Introduction to Spiritual Direction, Spiritual Direction Follow-
up Workshop, Team Building Workshop, Shepherding-1

Community Services   Shepherds & Sharers Ministry Head 2005 & 2009-2010, Membership
Formation Ministry Alternate Head 2008

Cruz, Ferdie ME  1993

Shepherd   LSS & Post-LSS Lambs

Formation Programs   LSS, Post-LSS, FEW, CPPJ, AIR-1, 2, 3, 5 & 6, RDL-19th Annotation
(incomplete), Servant Leadership Seminar, Prayer Deepening & Introduction to Spiritual
Direction Workshop, Spiritual Direction Follow-up Workshop

Community Services   Outreach Ministry Alternate Head 2007 & 2010, Reach-In Program
Committee Head 2008, Outreach Ministry Head 2005-2007, Sub Committee on Post-LSS
Classes 2004 -2005, Shepherds & Sharers Formation Ministry Alternate Head 2004,
Committee Head on Administration 2003, Choir Member, Sharer: LSS & Suyuan/BEM

Llamas, Apin & Chie ME  1995

Shepherd   Corinthians, LSS & Post-LSS Lambs, Alternate Head of ME Class 86

Formation Programs   LSS, Post-LSS, SDR-1, FEW, CPPJ, AIR-1 & 2, Prayer Deepening &
Introduction to Spiritual Direction, Spiritual Direction Follow-up Workshop

Community Services   Pateros Outreach, CSM – Community Events Committee 2009-present,
Committee Head on Central Sector Outreach 2005-2006

Narciso, Tony & Bambi ME  1983

Pastoral Council Member   13 Years (1988, 1992-1995, 1998-1999, 2001-2002, 2004-2005,
2007-2008)

Shepherd   Luke, Basta Ikaw Lord, CIA/Wisdom, ME Class 95, Central Sector Head from 2006 to
March 2009

Formation Programs   LSS, Post-LSS, SDR-1, FEW, CPPJ, SDR-2, ME-2, AIR-1, 2, 3 & 4,
Prayer Workshop, RDL-19th Annotation (Husband), Servant Leadership Seminar, Prayer
Deepening & Introduction to Spiritual Direction Workshop (Husband), Spiritual Direction
Follow-up Workshop (Husband), Team Building Workshop (Wife)

Community Services   Committee Head on Central BCGGs 2007-2009, Committee Head on
Recruitment 2003, Sharer: LSS & FEW

Magis Deo Community
2011 Pastoral Council Eligibles

As of 24 September 2010

Continued on page 7
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Ng Sy, Charley & Jay ME  1983

Shepherd Agnus Dei, ME Class 29, 39, 54, 58, 68, 82, 89 & 94, LSS & Post-LSS

Formation Programs LSS, SDR-1, FEW, CPPJ, AIR 1, 3(Wife), Prayer Workshop, RDL-19th
Annotation (Wife), Introduction to Servant Leadership, Prayer Deepening & Introduction to
Spiritual Direction

Community Services CSM – Community Events Committee 2009-present, Committee Head on
Assemblies 2005

Parada, Leony & Mia ME  1991

Pastoral Council Member   2003-2004

Shepherd   Psalm 46-Samaritans, ME Class 74, LSS & Post-LSS Lambs

Formation Programs   LSS, Post-LSS, SDR-1, CPPJ, ME-2, AIR-1, 2 & IDR, Prayer Workshop,
Servant Leadership Seminar, Prayer Deepening Workshop (Husband) 1 Day Only, Spiritual
Direction Follow-up Workshop (Wife) 1 Day Only

Community Services   Head, Community Services Ministry 2006, Alternate Head CSM 2008,
Community Events Committee Head 2008 & present, SSFM Alternate Head 2006-2007,
Committee Head on Family Day 2007, Alternate Committee Head on Central BCGGs 2006,
Committee Head on Central BCGGs 2003

Pareja, Cesar & Marivic ME  1998

Shepherd   LSS & Post-LSS Lambs, Assistant in ME Class

Formation Programs   LSS, Post-LSS, SDR-1, FEW, AIR-1, 2 & 4, Prayer Workshop, RDL-18th
Annotation (Wife)

Community Services   Community Services Ministry Alternate Head, Community Celebration
Committee Head, Community Events Committee 2009-present, Committee on Group Retreats
2005, Committee Head on Assemblies/Annual Recollection 2003-2004, Sharer: MEW

Pestaño, Djarn ME  1991

Pastoral Council Member   2000-2001

Shepherd   Pilgrims, Searchers, LSS Lambs

Formation Programs   LSS, Post-LSS, SDR-1, FEW, CPPJ, SDR-2, AIR-1 to 6, Prayer Workshop,
RDL-19th Annotation, Servant Leadership Seminar, Spiritual Direction Seminar, Prayer
Deepening & Introduction to Spiritual Direction, Spiritual Direction Follow-up Workshop,
Shepherds Practicum Session

Community Services   Outreach Ministry Head 2005-2007 & 2010, Couple Formation Committee
2009, (SDR, LSS, POST-LSS), Reach-In Program Committee 2008, Shepherds & Sharers
Formation Ministry Head 2004, SSFM – Committee Head on Training 2003

Pison, Flor ME  1982

Pastoral Council Member   1989-1992 (Secretariat)

Shepherd   Revelations/Ephesians

Formation Programs   LSS, SDR-1, CPPJ, SDR-2, AIR 1, 2, 3, 4 & 6, Prayer Workshop, RDL-
18th Annotation, Prayer Deepening & Introduction to Spiritual Direction Workshop, Spiritual
Direction Follow-up Workshop, Facilitation Skills/Counseling

Community Services   Editor-in-Chief of Magis Newsletter, SDR Coordinator for 10 years, Choir
Member, Sharer: Tipanan ng Pamilya

Magis Deo Community
2011 Pastoral Council Eligibles

As of 24 September 2010 (continued from page 6)

Continued on page 10
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Rodriguez, Suni ME  1986

Shepherd   Lambda 4, Magis 25

Formation Programs   LSS, SDR-1, FEW, CPPJ, AIR 1, 2, 3, 4 & 6, Prayer Workshop, RDL-18th

Annotation, 19th Annotation, Servant Leadership Seminar, Spiritual Direction Seminar, Prayer
Deepening & Introduction to Spiritual Direction Workshop, Shepherding 1

Community Services   Committee Head on Individual Formation 2005-present, Committee Head
on RDL 2003-2004, Choir Member, Facilitator for Small Group Sharings: Suyuan/ BEM,
Sharer: LSS

Santos, Art & Grace ME  1987

Pastoral Council Member   1992-1994, 1998-1999

Shepherd   Thessalonians, ME Classes (Mu 3; Magis 49; Magis 91), Central Sector Head (2000-
2002), LSS & Post-LSS Lambs

Formation Programs   LSS, Post-LSS, SDR-1, CPPJ, ME-2, SDR-2, AIR-1, 3, 4, 6 (Wife), Prayer
Workshop Seminar, Servants Leadership Seminar, Facilitation Skills/Counseling

Community Services   Sharer: LSS

Santos, Ramie & Mimi ME  1997

Shepherd   House of David (Alternate Head), Psalm 46-Samaritans (Alternate Head), ME Class 84
& 94, LSS Lambs

Formation Programs   LSS, Post-LSS, SDR-1, FEW, CPPJ, ME-2, AIR-1 to 6, Prayer Workshop
Seminar, RDL-18th Annotation (Husband), RDL-19th Annotation (Wife), Spiritual Direction
Seminar (Husband), Prayer Deepening & Introduction to Spiritual Direction Workshop, Spiritual
Direction Follow-up Workshop

Community Services   Marriage Encounter Ministry Alternate Head, 2006-present, Committee
Head on ME Classes 2004-2007, Committee Head on Publications & Media 2007, Sharer:
MEW

Magis Deo Community
2011 Pastoral Council Eligibles

As of 24 September 2010 (continued from page 7)

Hataw at Sayaw, the Magis Deo Couples’ Night celebration, was held on Sept.
18, 2010 at the Quezon City Sports Club on E. Rodriguez, Quezon City. A crowd of
young ones and young once tripped the light fantastic to the rhythm of The 8 Track
Band. Special guest bands were the Littermen, the Kaskeyd and the SantaAna.

Magis couples came in their ‘50s clothes: polka dot tops for the females and striped
shirts for the males. Together with Miles and Evelyn San Pedro, head of the Community
Services Ministry and erstwhile fund raisers, Claro and Linda Santos, Marivic and Cesar
Pareja, Leony and Mia Parada, Apin and Chie Llamas, Leo and Marlyn Soliman, and
Charley and Jay Ng Sy, the group pulled off another successful event where everyone
enjoyed the music, the dancing and the cocktails.

Thank you, all, and thank you, Magis’ reliable, professional photographer Anchit
Chua Chiaco, for an affair to remember. Thank you very much to the above mentioned
organizers for their indefatigable efforts and commitment to such a delightful evening of
fun and good music!

Couples’ Night 2010

Anne Alfonso
John BCGG
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What’s so bad about arguing?

First, let me clarify what I mean by the word argue. It is a
legal term. In a court of law attorneys make arguments
designed to show the guilt or innocence of their client. They
present the “facts” with the attitude, “Any reasonable person
would agree with my argument.”

What works fairly well in the court room, works poorly in
a marriage, because there is no judge available to determine
when your spouse is “out of order.” Arguments become charged
with emotion and you end up yelling, screaming, or crying.
Each feels the other is unreasonable. What’s so bad about
arguing? It turns spouses into enemies who have feelings of
hurt, anger, and resentment.

Why is it so important to resolve conflicts?

Because unresolved conflicts stand as barriers to marital
unity. Conflicts are those issues over which we have differences
and we both feel that our side is right. If we don’t find a “meeting
place” we become enemies instead of teammates. And, life
becomes a battlefield. No one likes to fight. So, sooner or
later someone gives up and walks away.

How sad that thousands of marriages end because
couples never learn to resolve conflicts. The first step in
resolving conflicts is to get out of the “arguing mode” and get
into the “understanding mode.” Stop trying to win an argument
and start trying to understand each other.

Why do people argue?

In one word, rigidity. In essence we are saying, “My way is
the right way, and if you don’t do it my way, I’ll make your life
miserable.” The arguer insists on getting his own way.

Conflict resolvers have a different attitude. They say, “I’m
sure we can work this out in a way that will be positive for both
of us. Let’s think about it together.” They look for a win-win
resolution. They begin by respecting each other’s ideas and
looking for a solution instead of trying to win an argument.

The Scriptures say, “Love does not demand its own way.”
Actually, love is looking out for the other person’s interest.
“What would be best for you?” is the question of love.

You will never resolve conflicts if you don’t learn to listen.

Many people think they are listening when in fact they are
simply reloading their verbal guns. Listening means seeking
to understand what the other person is thinking and feeling. It
is putting ourselves in the other person’s shoes and trying to
look at the world through their eyes.

Here’s a good sentence with which to begin. “I want to
understand what you are saying because I know it is important.”

One man told me that he made a sign which read: “I am a
Listener.” When his wife started talking he would hang it around
his neck to remind himself of what he was doing. His wife
would smile and say, “I hope it’s true.” He learned to be a good
listener.

We are all busy.

Often, too busy to listen. And yet, listening is the only
way you will ever come to understand your spouse’s thoughts
and feelings. Listening takes time and requires focus. Many
people pride themselves in being able to listen while reading
e-mails or watching television. One husband said, “My wife
insists that I sit down and listen to her. I feel like I’m in a
straitjacket, like I’m wasting time.”

When you drop everything, look at your spouse and listen,
you communicate, “You are the most important person in my
life.” On the other hand, when you listen while doing other
things, you communicate: “You are one of my many interests.”
Listening is a powerful expression of love.

Resolving Conflicts 101
Adapted from “Everybody Wins: The Chapman Guide to Solving
Conflicts Without Arguing” by Gary Chapman.

Every couple has
d i s a g r e e m e n t s .
Unfortunately, when
couples argue, the
goal is not to resolve
the conflict at hand but
rather to win the fight.
When one of you wins,
the other loses—and
nobody wants to be or
live with a loser.

Trusted relation-
ship expert Dr. Gary
Chapman provides a
simple blueprint to
help you and your
spouse achieve win-
win solutions to
everyday conflicts and
disagreements. This
will put an end to
arguing once and for
all and leave both of
you feeling loved,
listened to, and
appreciated.

Publisher’s note on Gary Chapman’s book
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NEWSBITS  /  ANNOUNCEMENTSNEWSBITS / ANNOUNCEMENTS

Three Suyuan batches of the Sta. Filomena Foundation had
a reunion last September 12, 2010 in Navotas, Metro Manila.

Suyuan Reunion

Above, L-R: Rolly & Fe Garcia (Beatitudes BCGG), Ferdie Cruz,
Denis Rago and Eli & Edith Prieto handled and facilitated the
Suyuan reunion.

Please come and be part of the Community recollection with
Fr. Ruben Tanseco, followed by election of who should lead
us in 2011.

We are selecting 3 Council members for 2011, to join the 4
incumbent members (Anchit & Sally Chua Chiaco, Fil & Mary
Anne Alfonso, Benz & Vina Dimanalata, and Gene & Eve
Bañez).  Outgoing Council members are Philip & Malu Panlilio,
Eli & Edith Prieto, and Rey & Lucy Mella.

Date:   Saturday 02 October 2010
Time:   9:00 am to 12 noon (with mass and lunch)
Venue: Seminar Room 1, CEFAM Bldg., ADMU

Pleae bring your voters' registration forms.

The coordinators of the Sta. Filomena
Foundation.

Community Recollection &
Pastoral Council Election

Broken DreamsBroken DreamsBroken DreamsBroken DreamsBroken Dreams

As children bring their broken toys
with tears for us to mend,

I brought my broken dreams to God
because He was my friend.

But then instead of leaving Him
in peace to work alone,

I hung around and tried to help
with ways that were my own.

At last I snatched them back and cried,
“How could you be so slow?”

“My child,” He said, “What could I do?
You never did let go.”

Robert J. Burdette
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Why talk
about

corruption?

Why do we need to focus our
attention on corruption and its effects on
poverty? It’s so tempting to focus on our
own needs or to be satisfied with our
efforts to help others. Although many of
us are already involved in very
commendable programs to improve the
lives of those who are marginalized,
perhaps this is a good time to reflect on
what more God may be inviting us to be.
In this spirit of magis, I’d like to share
some excerpts from the book The Holy
Longing by Ronald Rolheiser.

Justice is beyond Private Charity – a
Parable

There is a story told, now quite
famous within social justice circles:

Once upon a time, there was a town
that was built just beyond the bend of a
large river. One day some of the children
from the town were playing beside the
river when they noticed three bodies
floating in the water. They ran for help
and the townsfolk quickly pulled the
bodies out of the river.

One body was dead so they buried
it. One was alive but quite ill, so they
put that person into the hospital. The third
turned out to be a healthy child, who they
then placed with a family who cared for
it and who took it to school.

From that day on, every day a
number of bodies came flowing down the
river and, every day, the good people of
the town would pull them out and tend
to them – taking the sick to hospitals,
placing the children with families, and
burying those who were dead.

This went on for years; each day
brought its quota of bodies, and the
townsfolk not only came to expect a
number of bodies each day but also
worked at developing more elaborate
systems for picking them out of the river
and tending to them. Some of the
townsfolk became quite generous in
tending to these bodies and a few
extraordinary ones even gave up their jobs
so that they could tend to this concern
full-time. And the town itself felt a certain
healthy pride in its generosity.

However, during all these years and
despite all that generosity and effort,
nobody thought to go up the river, beyond

the bend that hid from their sight what
was above them, and find out why, daily,
those bodies came floating down the
river.

Rolheiser explains what this parable
means. “Private charity responds to the
homeless, wounded, and dead bodies,
but it does not of itself try to get at the
reasons why they are there. Social
justice tries to go up the river and change
the reasons that create homeless,
wounded, and dead bodies.”

“It is not enough simply to be a good
person within our own private lives. We
can be morally impeccable…
(churchgoing, prayerful, kind, honest,
gentle and generous in our dealings with
others) and still, at the same time,
unknowingly, participate in and help
sustain (through our work, our political
affiliations, our economic ideology, our
investments, and simply our
consumeristic lifestyle) systems which
are far from charitable, gentle, prayerful,
and moral. While the system gives us a
good life, it is far less benign to others.
In such a situation, our moral status is
analogous to that of the spouse of an
abusive parent who does nothing to stop
the abuse  – we ourselves may be kind
and nonabusive, but we are helping prop
up and legitimize a situation within which
someone is being abused.”

Rolheiser believes that our motives
for doing social justice are just as
important. “For a Christian the question
of social justice has not only to do with
truth but also with energy, with motivation
for the quest. Not just any motivation for
justice is adequate since justice is not
first of all a question of politics and
economics, but a question of helping God
build a kingdom of peace and joy for all…
Both the truth that inspires the quest for
justice and the energy that fuels it must
ground themselves in something beyond
any ideology.  …The fuel that fires our
quest for justice must be drawn from the
same source as the truth of justice itself,
namely, from the person and teaching of
Jesus. Only by rooting ourselves
there…will we find both the right vision
and the right energy to offer a new order,
a just one, to the world.”

I believe practicing social justice and
the inevitable fight against corruption is

not about ousting corrupt leaders who
may be replaced by other corrupt leaders.
Rather, social justice and fighting
corruption is about increasing our
awareness of why others have so much
and others have so little, reflecting on
what we are doing or not doing that
allows this system to flourish, and
continuously discerning what we can do
individually and perhaps as a community
to help change the system and build a
more humane and just world.

Tina Mossesgeld
Praxis Ministry / Cana BCGG
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Rey Mella, Council / Cana BCGG

SPIRITUAL TIDBITS AND HUMOR

On nature, the environment
and creation

I have always loved nature. As a
young boy and as a boy scout, I enjoyed
the greenery, loved forests, enjoyed hiking
and participated in many outdoor
activities. In high school, sitting in the
campus lawn, being under a tree, and
chatting with classmates, was a hobby.
In college, I had the opportunity to be in
a place with lots of nature. We spent
time in parks with a lot of green scenery
and hiked as a pastime. As an adult, I
made it a point to see the beauty of
God’s creations. The outdoors became
a family pastime and enjoyment. We
have been to places where we walked
barefoot on the beach, have camped a
lot, had picnics and meals sitting on the
grass. Baguio and Tagaytay are some
of the nice places my family and I enjoy
a lot. My wife and I have seen the Grand
Canyon and Niagara Falls and have been
wonder-struck by their beauty, but really
more in awe of God’s power.

____________

A few weeks ago, as I continue to
work on this article (trying to beat Rufo’s
deadline) on the plane from Manila to
Amsterdam, I was browsing the KLM
Airline magazine and, in the very first
pages I scanned, there was an article
on Switzerland with a highlighted
caption: “For millions of years, nature
has shaped the rocks. Man could not
do any better. It’s a show of the art of
nature.” I felt that I am really on the right
track because I am being reminded to
continue with the theme for my article. I
also thought that the writer somehow
missed to recognize who directed the
show.

____________

Nature is the art of God.

                - Ralph Waldo Emerson

____________

Perhaps it is no wonder that I have
been involved in a business on natural
vitamins and renewal energy and
eventually landed in a job on green
energy. One of my closest friends is

someone in the renewable energy
industry involved in biogas, wind, solar
power and project integration in the
renewable energy industry. I have
watched the Al Gore’s An Inconvenient
Truth video a few times. Last June, I
brought my leadership team to the Al
Gore event in Manila, aptly entitled, “The
Leader As Environment Steward.” In my
job, we are pushing hard on a green
strategy involving increasing our solar
power, use of biogas, recycling water, use
of eco-friendly materials, reducing use
of paper, etc. I belong to a community
that professes respect for nature.

____________

It is also not surprising that some of
my best friends and soul mates are
either involved in my community, in
natural medicine, in renewable energy,
in my company, or in the human
resources profession.

And on many occasions, I have
reflected about these things and the
various facets of my life and how
interconnected and related they are to
each other. It seems my life is coming
together and being integrated by the Lord
without much effort from myself. I am
truly grateful.

____________

During one of our Gawad Kalinga
teach-ins about the environment, I was
requested to find the lyrics of the song
Kapaligiran by Asin. I remembered the
song and the melody. When I did the
research on the internet, I found the lyrics
even more intriguing this time. When we
sang it with the GK residents, I was so
touched by the beauty of the song that
as soon as we got home, I did further
research on the background of the song.
Composed by Cesar “Saro” Banares, Jr.
and Lolita Carbon with lyrics by Ms.
Carbon as well, the group Asin, which
actually meant Salt of the Earth,
performed the song in 1977.

I was very impressed by the foresight
of the songwriters having written the song
some 20 years before people even

became aware of the need to take care
of the environment. What genius! It could
only have come with God’s inspiration.

____________

In October 2005, my wife and I
attended a convention in Salt Lake City.
We first visited some friends in Boise,
Idaho for a few days. Then, we drove from
Boise, to Jacksonville, Wyoming to see
the Grand Teton. The Tetons are some
of the most beautiful mountains in the
United States. Two years before that, a
friend of ours told me that we should see
the Tetons when we get a chance. It was
a 6-hour drive from Boise to Jacksonville
and another 7-hour drive from Jacksonville
to Salt Lake City, our eventual
destination. It was tiresome but it was a
very beautiful experience. The Tetons,
while mostly covered with fog during the
time of our visit, were indeed beautiful
as my friend described it. Perhaps, they
could have been more beautiful if not for
the fog and the rains. But visiting the
place and seeing nature, doing the long
drive with my wife, made it really
exhilarating. Watching nature and the
greenery and a lot of beautiful natural
formations during the two long drives with
my beloved is an experience I will never
forget. Truly, it was a gift.

____________

I was eavesdropping on two women
sitting behind me on the bus when they
started talking about a trip to Switzerland.
The first passenger asked the second
whether she had enjoyed the beautiful
scenery.

“Not really,” came the reply. “I
couldn’t see much because of the
mountains.”

____________

You are a child of the universe, no
less than the trees and the stars; you
have a right to be here.

                                 - Desiderata
____________

A man took his dog to the vet. He
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On nature... continued from page 14

said, “Doctor, I think my dog is dead.” The vet told him to put
the dog on the table then left the room. Soon he came back
with a cat. The cat sniffed the dog’s ears, his nose and then
walked all over it. The vet said, “Yep, your dog is dead. That
will be $500 and 35 dollars.” The man said, “$500 and 35

AFTERTHOUGHTS

Zarah Gagatiga, Mt. Olivet BCGG

You wake up at five in the morning. Oh no, you thought.
The alarm was not set on time again. Either that or he turned
it off an hour earlier to catch some more sleep. It is a luxury,
sleep and rest. You begin to wonder why in your childhood
days, sleep and rest are unknown words. Now, as an adult,
you crave for it. Yet, you have no choice but to rise from bed
and face another day of toil and work. You whisper a prayer:
Help me, God. Be with me today. But really, it’s him you want
to be with, not God who never leaves your side. You want him
more than anything else in the world. You could not say it.
You could not show it. You could not even make him believe
that you do.

For him, you are a mass of convoluted busyness. Parang
cellphone na out of reach. Parang turompo na paikot-ikot.
You are always in a hurry to do this and to do that. You try to
reason out, most of the time, that your endeavors and the
work you do are for the family. You try to rationalize that given
the nature of your work and schedule, you have more time
with him and the kids. Who are you kidding? Certainly, it’s not
him. He could see through the different layers of your intentions.
You are too competitive; too intense; too driven. When he
tells you of these things, you shut up and listen despite
yourself. You already know these things. You wish for magic
to switch roles with him. But you know that that is only the
stuff for movies.

He is pretty tired of this routine. You can tell by his silence.
It disturbs you. The kind that gives you stress. A long, long
time ago his silence meant everything. It spoke to you in
volumes. One of which is the promise of love unconditional
and unyielding.

Where has it gone… love?

You try to shake off sleep. You rouse him up. He does,
sluggishly at first, and when he realized that morning light has
begun creeping in the east he stood up like a programmed
robot, ready for the day’s tasks.

You follow in his wake. What is there to do but go through
the motions?

The kids pick themselves up as well. Bath. Breakfast.
Vitamins. Toothbrush. School service honking. Everyone leaves
except the housemaid who will clean up a bit, do some laundry
and then, she will sleep the rest of the afternoon.

You fill your day with the expected work. You’re so good
at what you do that projects and offers keep coming.
Blessings, you think. Lately, you couldn’t thank God of these
financial opportunities. There’s a gaping hole in your heart
that neither prayer nor a time alone could fill. You go back to
what the priest said. It does little help.

By mid-day you send him a text message. Routine again.
Function. Who will pick up whom? Who will buy what? When
will payments be made? What’s the schedule like this coming
weekend? The housemaid must be reminded on errands to
finish. The kids’ have homework to do. You tell him of the
extension classes and school programs that need attending
to. You both decide who will go and why. You both do a good
job with the kids. At least, there is something both of you can
still do together. You consider this a consolation.

When evening comes, you both come home to a meal
prepared by the housemaid. He wished it were you who cooked
dinner. Never mind if your adobo is too salty. The important
thing is that, you spent time preparing his food and his children’s
food. But you had a full day. Fern C could not even stretch
your energy at this point. He looks at you with weary eyes.
You look back feeling wasted and useless.

The eldest cracks a joke. The silence is broken with the
lilting laughter of the youngest. You hug her and your heart
bursts with gratitude for she gives joy to both of you. You ruffle
the hair of the eldest and your heart swells with pride for the
young man he is learning to be. Dinner is filled in with stories
from school. For a while, God gives you graces.

Late at night, silence would envelop you both once more.
He sleeps with his back turned to you. You want to touch
him. You want to reach out. But your mind is too cluttered;
too disturbed by the quiet that permeates the semi-darkness.
You remember what your writer friend wrote in her collection
of essays – that happiness could not be found in married life,
yet it could give you the dignity of sacrifice and the nobility of
surrendering one’s self for another – or something to that effect.

She is right. You are a fool to ever think that married life
could give you happiness. Love perhaps. But even that is
something you’ve been grappling with lately. You turn to God
in prayer.

Why God, why? You ask. He does not give you any answer.

dollars! What for?” The vet said, “$35 for the office visit and
$500 for the CAT scan.”

____________

Trees are the earth’s endless effort to speak to the
listening heaven “

                                                 - Rabindranath Tagore

Quietly
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28 Paul Cepe ME Class 100
Bogie Amio ME Class 102
Papoo Reyes ME Class 102

29 Mannie Castillo Thessalonians
Ariel Palomique ME Class 89
Mads Bugayong ME Class 94

30 Louren Dacanay Mustard Seed
31 Jojo Espiritu ME Class 101

October Wedding Anniversaries

07 Odie & Rosy Cortez ME Class 90
10 Albert & Pam Narciso Psalm 46-Samaritans
15 Butch & Joey Vargas ME Class 94

Aris & Neneng Celeste ME Class 102
17 Cesar & Marivic Pareja Agnus Dei
18 Dennis & Jovelyn Joaquin ME Class 101

Carlo & Becky Ledesma ME Class 102
19 Henry & Alma Cornejo Archangel Gabriel
20 Papoo & Alex Reyes ME Class 102
22 Joey & Maricel Suarez Cana

Mhon & Jacqui Buenaflor Genesis of David
25 Raul & Kitchie Martinez ME Class 95
28 Arnold & Joysie Rodriguez Jeremiah

Dave & Marissa Serrano Genesis of David

Calendar of Activities:  October - December 2010

October
02 Sat Community Recollection & CeFam – Seminar Room 1 Council / Comelec

Pastoral Council Elections
06 Shepherds Meeting - 4 Sanctuario de San Antonio Parish Office Magis Deo 426-7191
20 Council Meeting – Host: Alfonso Sanctuario de San Antonio Parish Office Magis Deo 426-7191
22-24 Spiritual Deepening Retreat (SDR) Maryridge Retreat House, Tagaytay Clyde & Patchot  Abapo 838-8553
23 ME TEam Couples CeFam MEFP 426-4206

Mutual Empathy Update 2
November
05 Community Celebration San Carlos Lay Formation Center Finance

Multi Purpose Hall – 3rd Floor South Sector
06 MEFP 8th Festival of Songs AFP Theater, Camp Aguinaldo, Q.C. MEFP 426-4206
07 General  Assembly of ME Communities Army Officers Club, Fort Bonifacio MEFP 426-4206
10 Shepherds Meeting - 5 Sanctuario de San Antonio Parish Office Magis Deo 426-7191
12-14 Annual Ignatian Retreat (AIR) TBA Suni Rodriguez 912-1781
13-14 ME Team Couples Training CeFam – Seminar Room 1 MEFP 426-4206
17 Council Meeting– Host: Bañez TBA Magis Deo 426-7191
19-21 MEW (ME Class 103) – P3,200/couple BLD Covenant House, Cavite Ike & Josie Llamas 821-0639

     Fr. Ruben M. Tanseco, S.J.
23 Fr. Ruben’s 78th Birthday
December
05 Family Day TBA Community Services

All Sectors
10-12 Spiritual Deepening Retreat (SDR) Canossa Retreat House, Tagaytay MEFP 426-4206

P3,500/couple – P1,800/single
15 New Council Meeting TBA Magis Deo 426-7191
25 Birthday of Jesus

October Birthday Celebrants

01 Gi Valencia ME Class 94
Lark Marking Mustard Seed
Purita Manalo ME Class 98

02 Becky Dizon Archangel Gabriel
Lyn Ebardo Philippians
Angel Jopson Archangel Gabriel

03 Ben Regulacion ME Class 100
05 Butch Marking Mustard Seed

Joysie Rodriguez Jeremiah
06 Rosy Cortez ME Class 90
07 Pete Nabong Thessalonians

Rose San Pedro Emmanuel
08 Ferdie Cruz Beatitudes

Joel Estrada Emmanuel
Norman Reyes Psalm 46-Samaritans
Mark Tiongco ME Class 102

09 Charito Dimayuga Sirach
10 Frank Reyes Philippians

Mhon Buenaflor Genesis of David
12 Apin Llamas Corinthians

Renato Dy-Po ME Class 99
Edward Palicdon ME Class 102

13 Dewey Chua Jeremiah
14 Virgie Abella Mustard Seed
16 Eve Bañez Agnus Dei

Bobbit Cruz Thessalonians
Fely Santiago Kapatiran Kay Kristo

18 Labeng Beltran Genesis of David
Maie Opao ME Class 99

19 Remy Castro ME Class 95
21 Alice Go Beatitudes
22 Ed Palma Cana
23 Eloy Del Rosario ME Class 101
24 Gilbert Espiritu ME Class 102
25 Jo Almodovar Mt. Olivet

Karen Madrid ME Class 99
26 Levie Gomez Archangel Gabriel

Carlo Ledesma ME Class 102
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